READ MORE. READ WELL.

Well-Read Mom

info@wellreadmom.com
wellreadmom.com

TAKE CARE OF YOUR HEART - GROUPS FORMING NOW

To join or host a
group,or to find out
more, contact us:

Well-Read Mom

Our Booklist

It can be a challenge to make time
to read in a world that never stops.
Developing and maintaining the
ability for deep reading isn't
something we can take for granted.
Millions of Americans won't read a
single book this year. You won't be
one of them.

We read books that encourage,
enlighten, and motivate us to dive
deeper into the plots of our own
lives. Great writers become our
dear friends, and we find ourselves
seeing reality through their eyes,
imbued with their insights.

What We Do
In Well-Read Mom, women read
more and read well. We hope to
deepen the awareness of meaning
hidden in each woman's daily life,
elevate the cultural conversation,
and revitalize reading literature
from books.

Find Your Community
Join an existing group, host a
group, or, if you're not ready for a
small-group experience, read along
with a friend. As we accompany
one another, there is
accountability, support, and a
sense of belonging that helps to
foster the habit of regular reading.
Let Well-Read Mom help you form
beautiful friendships.

A Plan that Works

Thank you! I am learning so much
about myself reading these books I
would never choose or wouldn't
dare pick up on my own. Plus, WellRead Mom book clubs actually
discuss the book to share about
one’s life and grow as a person!
- Angie

There is no "failing" when you join
Well-Read Mom. With our tips,
support, and accountability, you'll
read more and read well - whether
that means finishing a heavy-hitter
like Crime and Punishment, or a few
pages of a classic work like To Kill a
Mockingbird, we meet you where
you are.

Next Steps
JOIN US!

We want all women who participate
in Well-Read Mom to enjoy our
beautiful materials. When you join
WRM, you're not just purchasing a
product; you're joining and
supporting a movement of women
who want to read more and read
well!
For this reason, each woman that
participates in a small group
officially registers at
wellreadmom.com. Membership
costs less than $5 a month!
Well-Read Mom materials make it
easy to lead or be part of a group.
Women who consistently use the
materials tell us they have a richer
experience of WRM and are more
connected to our mission.

Want to find out more or try a free
sample of our materials?
Visit: Wellreadmom.com

